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Robot Body Language 

 

Goals for this session:  

 Understand that Choregraphe is capable of creating the same result using different boxes. (i.e. there are a variety of ways to have the 

robot speak and move simultaneously) 

 Understand the purpose of “Wait for Signals” box and when best to use it in a program.  

 Understand the purpose of “Animated Say” box and when best to use it in a program. 

 Understand the purpose of the “Bumpers” box and incorporate it into a program.  

 

Wait for Signals: 

So far, we have learned about the basics of dragging boxes, making the robot talk, and linking the talk to movement. But what if you want it to 

move and talk at the same time? One way is with the “Wait for Signals” box. “Wait for Signals” is utilized with other boxes, making the robot 

wait until all previous boxes are complete before moving on in the program. 

 

For example, if the program has the robot say hello while waving, then sit down, the first two actions will occur approximately at the same time 

and the robot will wait until both actions are complete before moving on to sit down.  Otherwise it will stop in the middle of sitting when the 

Say box command is finished. Think of “Wait for Signals” as more of an ‘All Done’ box. Instead, have them all go to a flow control box. (For a 

tutorial to watch at home if you need - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJBlw_Qd4xY). Now the robot will wait for each command to 

execute before moving on. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJBlw_Qd4xY
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1. Best practice is to start with the robot standing. Drag out the “Stand Up” box.  

2. Drag out “Say” (in Audio folder under Voice) and “Hello” (in Motions folder under Animations) onto the workspace. Edit the “Say” box to 

customize what the robot will say.  

 

3. Drag a noodle / flow line from the “Stand Up” output arrow to the “Say” box AND a second noodle to the “Hello” box. 

 

 

4. Drag out “Wait for Signals” (in Flow Control folder under Timeline) and connect both the “Say” box and “Hello” box to the two input 

squares.  
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5. It is also good practice to have the robot end with the same starting actions. Drag out “Stand Up” onto the workspace. Connect the 

“Wait for Signals” box to “Stand Up” and connect to the end arrow. Run the program.  

 

 

Animated Say: 

There is a more elegant way to make the robot move and talk simultaneously with the “Animated Say” box. Aldebaran has preprogrammed a 

couple dozen movements that range from general talking with hand gestures to more specific movements like bows and waves. 

 

1. Remember to have the robot stand first. In the Box Library click on Audio  Voice  Animated Say, and drag it to your work space. 
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2. Click on the wrench to set the parameters of the “Animated Say” box.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Double click the center of Animated Say. The Localized Text box will appear. Here is where you customize 

motion and speech.  

 

 

 

4. Within the Localized Text bubble you will see a lot of code, most of which is Python code). If it’s hard to read, you can Zoom In by right 

clicking on the work space. 

 

Voice shaping: Change the voice pitch. 

Speed: How fast or slow the robot will 

speak. (70% - 80% is recommended)   

Body language mode 

Contextual – During the time the robot has no animation 

to play it will fill in an animation based on the text.  

Disabled – Robot will only play animation programmed 

by the user.  

Random – During the time the robot has no animation to 

play it will fill in random neutral animations.  
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 Here are the separate parts of the code highlighted and explained: 

 

o ^start:  This immediately launches the gesture in the first set of parenthesis. 

o (animations/Stand/Gestures/Hey_1): This is the full path for the desired gesture, allowing the program to find and launch the 

movement 

o Hello:  This is the text dialog you want your robot to speak.  Quotation marks are optional. 

o ^wait:  This forces the robot to finish the full gesture indicated in the next set of parentheses before moving on to the next 

module in the program.  If the ^wait command is excluded, the robot will abruptly abort the gesture as soon as the text dialog is 

complete.  

 

 By following these commands the robot will start the movement, then talk, and then wait to complete the movement before moving on 

to the next thing or ending the program. Aldebaran has listed all the gesture path commands on this webpage. It is easiest to just cut 

and paste the commands but we've also given you the list of commands in your hand out.  

o http://doc.aldebaran.com/2-1/naoqi/audio/alanimatedspeech_advanced.html 

http://doc.aldebaran.com/2-1/naoqi/audio/alanimatedspeech_advanced.html
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o http://doc.aldebaran.com/2-1/naoqi/audio/alanimatedspeech.html 

o This can also be found here: https://www.wellesleyfreelibrary.org/robots  

 

 *All animations which are supplied are either standing or sitting. If the robot is neither standing nor sitting, it will not execute these 

moves. Be sure to use stand commands when you have the robot standing, and sit commands when you have the robot sitting.  

 *The virtual robot does NOT show a preview of animation(s).  

Bumpers: 

The red or blue pads on each hand, the front of the feet, and the top of the robot’s head are equipped with sensory bumpers. These are 

programmable so when they are touched they trigger the robot to say or do something.  

1. Bumper boxes can be found in the Box Library under “Sensing”. The footbumpers are just called “Bumpers”. 

 

2. On the right side of the “Bumpers” box there are three small boxes for different outputs.  The middle box controls the left foot bumper 

and the bottom box controls the right foot bumper.  Here, the program indicates that when the left bumper is touched a “Say” box is 

activated and when the right bumper is touched the robot waves hello. 

 

http://doc.aldebaran.com/2-1/naoqi/audio/alanimatedspeech.html
https://www.wellesleyfreelibrary.org/robots
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3. The head bumper box is called “Tactile Head”.  The robot’s head has three sensors that can each be touched - front, middle, and back. 

These correspond to the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th little boxes on the right of the “Tactile Head” box.   Here, all three sensors link to the same 

“Say” box. 

 

*Be advised that this means EACH of the sensors leads to the “Say” box, so if you accidentally touch all three head bumpers the “Say”  

box will activate three times. You can eliminate this problem by only connecting one sensor to the “Say” box and making sure that 

sensor is touched. 

 

4. Although “Tactile Hand” has three outputs, it is best practice to only link one output box to the “Say” box.  

 

*Be advised that this means EACH of the sensors leads to the “Say”  box, so if you accidentally touch all three hand sensors the “Say”  

box will activate three times. You can eliminate this problem by only connecting one sensor to the “Say” box and making sure that 

sensor is touched. 

 

5. If you are using many bumpers, either the same type or a variety, each box should be looped. Looping the bumper back to the red X 

on the same box tells the robot to stop waiting for input from that bumper and will prevent the program from accidentally 
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backtracking. In this example, we have two Bumpers boxes: Bumpers and Bumpers (1). Looping prevents the program from going back 

to Say/Hello instead of Say (3)/Sit Down when Bumpers (1) is activated.  

 


